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Hello 
Marketers
When I started working with LinkedIn in 2011, the 
platform globally had just over 80M+ members, 5M+ in 
Africa, and a staggering 850k in South Africa. 

Life was more straightforward, programmatic hadn’t 
surfaced yet, and traditional banners still drove the 
majority of LinkedIn’s advertising growth. Today, 
LinkedIn is a powerhouse social media platform, 
connecting almost 800M members across 200 
countries and growing with three new members 
every second. As a platform, LinkedIn created 
economic opportunities for the global workforce, 
and for marketers, it generates leads, drives website 
traffic and builds brand awareness.  

Marketing on LinkedIn helps you engage a community 
of professionals to drive relevant actions to your business.
  
LinkedIn offers markets the ultimate trifecta for building 
on your objectives. LinkedIn connects you with the right 
professional audiences, allowing you to drive meaningful 
engagement in environments that yields results.  

However, with this growth comes added complexity 
both in the marketing world and with LinkedIn in 
particular. As LinkedIn’s marketing solutions grow 
and introduce new features, the jargon used becomes 
more convoluted every day. Turn Left Media has 
created the ultimate glossary of terms to empower 
you to build your strategy.  
Knowing and understanding these #terms in our 
#LinkedInopedia is essential for every marketer to enter 
the brand-building lexicon and effectively use LinkedIn.  
If you ever feel unsure about marketing on LinkedIn, 
Turn Left Media can assist.

Kind Regards 
Marius Greeff

Good luck on your 
LinkedIn journeys!
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A/B Testing 
A/B testing, also known as split testing or LinkedIn 
Rotation, is a randomised experimentation process 
where two or more versions of a campaign are shown 
to different segments within the target audience 
simultaneously. This determines which version has 
the maximum impact to drive business metrics.

To gauge your targeting strategy, you can set up two 
campaigns that are identical except for the target 
audience selected. To test whether your content 
performs better with junior or senior-level 
professionals, you can run an A/B test with 
all variables the same except for job level.

Rotating ad variations and testing advertising variables 
can help optimise your campaign results. With LinkedIn, 
you can rotate your ad variations and change elements 
in your creatives to test performance.

Ad rotation allows you to test individual creative 
elements to optimise your ads. You can add up 
to 100 creatives to a campaign. 

The recommendation is to 
test  two or three  variations 
in one campaign. 

Account Based Marketing
Account-Based Marketing (ABM), also known as Key 
Account Marketing, is a strategic approach to business 
marketing, where an organisation focuses on individual 
prospects or customer accounts as markets (segments) 
of one. ABM is a strategy that directs marketing 
resources to engage a specific set of target accounts.

Aa
Account Targeting / ABM / 
Company Targeting
Account Targeting enables you to put together 
a directory of up to 300 000 businesses and create 
specially targeted advertisements for that specific list. 

Account Based Marketing (ABM) strategy can net large 
deals and deliver a high Return on Investment (ROI). 
At scale, you can reach key stakeholders across target 
accounts with ads tailored to their role and stage of the 
buying cycle. You can use LinkedIn Sponsored Content 
campaigns to display relevant content to a select 
audience segment for your initial contact.
Then, through Sponsored InMail, you can directly reach 
out with a short message from a sales representative 
with a personalised offer. 

In one of LinkedIn’s pilot Matched Audience 
campaigns, marketers saw an average:

Acquisition
Customer Acquisition refers to gaining new customers 
or selling products to customers. It is a process used 
to nurture consumers down the marketing funnel from 
brand awareness to purchase decisions. The cost of 
acquiring a new customer is referred to as Customer 
Acquisition Cost (CA).

Activation
Activation is the marketing activity that moves customers 
to the next stage in the marketing funnel. In performance 
or growth marketing, demand generation and sales, 
there is usually a short-term sales cycle. 

Alhough activation is helpful in exciting prospects 
and achieving short-term goals, customers tend 
to forget about their purchase or conversion, 
the brand, and move on quickly. It is therefore 
important to invest in both short-term activation 
and long-term brand building.

Ad Formats
Ad Formats refers to the specific variation of LinkedIn ads 
used for your campaign. In traditional marketing terms, 
it’s the difference between a television ad (electronic), 
and an ad in a newspaper (print). Each ad format 
is different with unique benefits and can be used at 
various stages of the sales funnel. Today, LinkedIn’s ad 
formats are Sponsored Content, Message Ads, Text Ads, 
Dynamic Ads and Document Ads .

Advertising Specifications
LinkedIn’s Advertising specifications are the restrictions 
and best practices required to build each of their unique 
ad formats.  Each ad format has certain specifications, 
and restrictions that need to be adhered to in order 
to achieve the maximum results for your advertising. 
For example, LinkedIn recommends using 1200 X 627 
image for Static Images, and 1080 X 1080 pixels with 
an aspect ratio of 1.1 for square images. 

Keep Introductory text under 150 characters and two 
lines to avoid truncation. Character limits below ads 
are either 45 characters maximum, or 30 characters 
with a lead gen CTA button. 

API
 An API (Application Programming Interface) 
is essentially a ‘contract’ between two or more 
independent or interrelated software applications or 
components that allows then to “talk” to each other. 
LinkedIn APIs are based on REST+JSON, enabling 
you to build robust, scalable apps. Some of the API’s 
available through LinkedIn include consumer products 
like Share with LinkedIn, plugin products such as Share, 
Follow Company and LinkedIn Autofill, and enterprise 
access on LinkedIn’s developer platform.

Attribution Model
An attribution model is a rule, or set of rules, that 
determines how credit for sales and conversions 
is assigned to touchpoints in conversion paths. 

On the path to conversion, customers may interact 
with multiple ads from the same advertiser. Attribution 
models let you choose how much credit each ad 
interaction gets for your conversions. 

Attribution models can give you a better understanding 
of how your ads perform and can help you optimise 
across conversion journeys.

EXAMPLE 

The Last Interaction model in Analytics assigns 100% 
credit to the final touchpoints that immediately precede 
sales or conversions. When setting up your conversions, 
you can select how each ad interaction is credited 
for a conversion across multiple campaigns. 
The attribution model can be set to each 
campaign or a single campaign.

Each campaign: 

For a conversion action associated with multiple 
campaigns - each campaign that has had an 
interaction in the conversion window will be credited 
with a conversion.

Single campaign:

For a conversion action associated with a campaign, 
the most recent campaign that has had an ad 
interaction in the conversion window will be credited 
with a conversion.

32% 4.7%

INCREASE 
in post-click 

conversion rates

DECREASE
in post-click 

cost-per-conversion.
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Audience Expansion
Audience Expansion allows you to increase the reach 
of your campaign by showing your ads to audiences 
with similar attributes to your target audience.

EXAMPLE

If your campaign targets members with the skill “Online 
Advertising”, Audience Expansion may expand your 
audience to members who list the skill “Interactive 
Marketing” on their profile. This means you can discover 
new quality prospects and automatically drive them 
into your marketing funnel.

When excluding specific attributes from your target 
audience, no attributes from that targeting criteria will 
be included in Audience Expansion.

 EXAMPLE

If you include “Online Advertising” as a targeted skill, 
but exclude “Interactive Marketing”, only “Online 
Advertising” will be included in the Audience Expansion. 
You can use this technique to exclude certain criteria 
from Audience Expansion to extend your audience 
customisation.

1               Audience Expansion primarily uses professional 
demographics, which can be combined with 
matched audience segments.

2            You can exclude specific attributes from your 
target audience.

3          LinkedIn recommends using Audience Expansion 
when using specific facets where there may be 
a possibility of you missing some members. For 
example: Job titles, skills, groups, and more.

NOTE

Audience Expansion  enables you to increase your 
campaign reach by showing your ads to audiences 
with attributes like your target audience. Whereas, 
Lookalike Audiences helps you find people with 
characteristics similar to your target audience using 
an existing matched audience segment, like website, 
video ad and lead generation form audiences, your 
company or contact lists.

Auction
Once an ad campaign launches, a bid is placed, 
and an ad request enters a LinkedIn auction for 
a specific member who is about to receive an ad. 
The LinkedIn auction system is a second-price auction, 
where advertisers set the bid, but will only be charged 
the amount needed to win the auction. The winner 
of the auction is the highest bidder, but only pays the 
price offered by the second highest bidder plus 1 cent. 
The auction winner then gets to show their ad to the 
targeted member if the combined value of their bid (see 
Bidding) and relevancy score is strong. The exception to 
this is floor pricing; when bidding at the floor price and 
winning the auction, the auction can clear at the floor 
price.

The ads appear when members scroll through their 
feed, or the ads are placed in between organic content, 
in the right handrail, or in their LinkedIn inbox.

Audience Templates
LinkedIn Audience Templates are sets of pre-populated 
targeting options to make reaching the right audience 
easy and efficient. Audience Templates are created 
based on the common combinations of targeting 
criteria (skills, field of study, titles, or groups). These 
templates are available globally and across all ad 
accounts. All Audience Templates can be edited to 
include or exclude additional targeting characteristics.

Examples include IT Decision Makers, Members with 
a bachelor’s degree and Expats.
 

Automated Bidding
Maximum delivery (Automated Bidding) uses machine 
learning to automatically bid for you, while aiming 
to efficiently maximise your LinkedIn advertising 
budget. Based on your campaign objective, your bid 
is automatically adjusted to deliver the most key results 
(such as clicks, impressions or conversations) possible 
within your budget.

Articles for Pages
Publish long-form articles from your Page, generating 
community conversations that help extend the reach of 
your content. Easily publish targeted long-form content 
from your LinkedIn Page, with rich media, links 
and pull quotes. 

Start a conversation with your community in the 
comments and foster rich back-and-forth dialogue. 
Get exclusive firmographic details on who’s reading and 
engaging, along with reach and engagement metrics. 

The most successful Articles on LinkedIn are on topics 
well-suited for conversation. No other publishing 
platform allows you to capitaliee on the viral network 
effects of the world’s largest professional network:

                   Build thought leadership: 
Industry trends, Proprietary research or reports, 
Future of work insights, New or contrarian 
perspectives

 Inform your audience:
 Company announcements, Award winners, 
Product or campaign launch, Program updates

 Humanise your brand: 
Employee stories or spotlights, Corporate 
social responsibility initiatives, Diversity & 
inclusion initiatives, Workplace issues 

 TIP
Keep an eye on the LinkedIn News headlines on the top 
right corner of your home screen. This will help you see 
what LinkedIn members are already engaging with on 
the platform.

Asset Copying
Asset copying enables LinkedIn advertisers to easily 
copy their existing website segments, contact lists, and 
company lists across all of their ad accounts.

NOTE

You must be assigned to a user role of Campaign 
Manager or higher for both ad accounts to be able 
to copy assets. 

The assets you copy will be available in the account(s) 
you’ve shared to usually within 48 hours.

Visit the Asset copying history page (using the Account 
Assets dropdown) to review the assets you’ve copied 
to other account(s) or that have been shared 
to your account.

NOTE

Assets that are copied while still being updated 
will only copy the audience that is available at the 
time. If the audience continues to build, the copied 
assets will not be dynamically updated, and you will 
need to recopy the assets once the audience build 
is complete.

Availability heuristic
A “mental shortcut” where there’s a tendency
 to use information that comes to mind quickly. 
Decisions are based on familiar facts, emotions, 
and images that are “top of mind” and easily recalled. 
If your brand elicits positive sentiment and is memorable 
after repeat brand exposure, then it is more likely 
to come to mind more easily. 

The top drivers of mental availability are:

Maximising reach

Using distinctive, memorable assets/creative

Using effective messaging that resonates with 
your target audience

There are over 
SEGMENTS 
to choose from.30 
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Background Photo
Your background photo appears behind your profile 
photo in the introduction section on your profile. 
You can easily upload something that represents you, 
your passion, or your professional goals. Your LinkedIn 
background image should be long, but narrow. 
LinkedIn recommends a picture that is 1584 (w) x 396 
(h) pixels, and you can upload it as a JPG, GIF, or PNG 
file 8MB or smaller.

Business-to-Business (B2B)
B2B marketing refers to marketing products or services 
to other businesses and organisations. It is different 
to Business-to-Consumer (B2C) marketing, which 
targets consumers.

B2B marketing content tends to be more informational 
and forthright than B2C because business purchase 
decisions, in comparison to those of consumer decision, 
are based strongly on bottom-line revenue impact. 
Return on Investment (ROI) is rarely a consideration 
for consumers - at least in a monetary sense - but is a 
primary focus for corporate decision makers.

B2B marketers often sell to buying or procurement 
committees with various key stakeholders, the buying 
cycle is much longer, and the investment in making 
the right decision significantly higher.  This makes for a 
complex and sometimes challenging landscape, but as 
data sources become more robust and accurate, the 
ability to map out committees and reach these buyers 
with relevant, personalised information is constantly 
improving.

Bb
According to the B2B Content Marketing 2021: 
Benchmarks, Budgets, and Trends report from CMI 
and Marketing Profs, LinkedIn is the most-used and
the most effective social media platform for B2B 
marketers (at 96%).

B2B Institute
The B2B institute is a think tank funded by LinkedIn that 
researches the future of B2B marketing and decision 
making. LinkedIn partners with leading experts in 
academia and industry to study the impact of B2B 
brand-building on marketing, product, sales, corporate 
communications and talent development.

Business-to-Consumer (B2C)
B2C marketing refers to the process of selling products 
and services from a business to consumers, who are the 
end-users of its products or services. Most companies 
that sell directly to consumers can be referred to as B2C 
companies.

Benchmarks
Benchmarks help identify key metrics across LinkedIn 
Marketing Solutions products to measure your 
campaign performance against other campaigns. 
Benchmarks can be measured across geographic 
location, industry, objective and Ad format.

Bidding
When entering LinkedIn’s second-price auction, 
advertisers place bids to try and win the auction. 

The bid is competing with other bids who are targeting 
the same audience (member) using the same ad 
format.  For all bid values to operate on the sale 
value system within the auction, the bids are 
converted to eCPI. 

Big Rock Content
Jason Miller popularised the Big Rock Content concept 
when he ran social media strategy for Marketo. Jason 
defines a “big rock” content asset as a substantial piece 
of content such as “the definitive guide to a problem 
you solve”. Jason is quoted “A big rock content asset 
can be 20, 30 or more pages long. It should be visually 
compelling of course. It can be gated for lead capture. 
Then, you “slice” up the big rock content asset into blog 
posts, infographics, Slideshare decks, webinars, etc.”

The current trend in content marketing is to develop 
an all-encompassing guide to whatever keywords or 
topics are written strategically instead of instructionally. 
This type of content is very top of funnel and can serve 
many purposes such as SEO, fuel for social and lead 
generation, sales enablement, and event collateral to 
name a few. Big Rock should be launched similarly 
to a new product.

A great example of Big Rock content is Marketo’s 
definitive guide series – a series of of eBooks close 
to 100 pages each. 

This Big Rock piece of content is something that was 
repurposed using the turkey analogy. From one Big 
Rock piece of content Marketo carved out 15 blogs, two 
infographics, two webinars, two videos, two SlideShare 
presentations, a number of cheat sheets and much 
more. Imagine the pieces and parts you can pull out of 
a Big Rock piece of content which is the foundation to 
fuel your campaigns for quite some time.

A good example of Big Rock Content in the Data 
Centre/Cloud space VMWare’s Virtualization 2.0 for 
Dummies. Same concept, same approach (not sure 
about VMWare’s launching capabilities, but the book/
Big Rock is superb).

So, what is the difference between 
Big Rocks and eBooks?

An eBook can be a Big Rock if it is an all-encompassing 
guide to whatever your keywords or topics are which 
is written strategically instead of instructionally. eBooks 
can be considered a Big Rock if sliced up into “turkey 
slices” and not just considered as a single piece 
of content. eBooks of course could also be just an 
individual repurposed pieces of a Big Rock.

Block Lists
You can choose to block domains being tracked 
through your LinkedIn Insight Tag that you don’t 
recognise. Blocking them will prevent conversions, 
website audiences and website demographics from 
being sent from these domains. If you inadvertently 
block a domain, you can select the option to allow 
them as well.

In Campaign Manager you can view your domains by 
clicking the Account Assets tab in the top navigation 
bar, and then selecting Insight Tag from the dropdown 
menu.

Boosting
Boosting a post on your LinkedIn Page, turns it into a 
paid ad on the LinkedIn feed of your target audience 
and is a simple way to increase reach. 

Everyone with access to a LinkedIn page and a budget 
can boost posts to create a paid campaign without 
having to learn how to use Campaign Manager.

CPC: pCTR x bid = eCPI

CPM: CPM bid/1000 = eCPI

CPV: pCPV x bid = eCPI

Big Rock is a substantial piece 
of content based on the idea 

of becoming the definitive 
guide to a conversation 

that you want to own.

In a nutshell 
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Brand Awareness
Brand awareness is how familiar consumers are with a 
particular product or service. Brands with high brand 
awareness are generally referred to as “trending,” 
“buzzworthy”, or simply “popular”.  Creating brand 
awareness in the early stages of a business is valuable. 
It’s often subliminal and becomes part of people’s 
subconscious vocabulary.

Brand Awareness ad campaigns maximise views of 
your ads and are ideal for communicating about your 
products, services or organisation on LinkedIn.  
This objective is at the top of the marketing 
funnel, building awareness of your brands. 

Brand Equity
Brand Equity represents the value of customer 
perception of the brand.

Brand Lift Studies
LinkedIn’s self-service tool enables you to test and 
measure the impact of LinkedIn ads on your brand 
through in-feed survey polls. Brand Lift Tests help you 
measure the impact of your ads by surveying members 
in test and control groups. 

With the detailed results of Brand Lift Tests, you will:
 

Understand the effect your ads have on 
various brand metrics, such as brand 
favourability and familiarity, product 
consideration, and more.

Measure the impact of of ads on your brand, 
with metrics such as absolute brand lift and 
estimated total lift.  

You can create, manage, and view results for Brand Lift 
Tests from the Testing Hub in Campaign Manager. 

How Brand Lift Testing works?

When creating a Brand Lift Test for an ad account, 
you’ll be able to choose which brand metrics to include, 
as well as the duration of the test. 

Example 

Favourability and familiarity, product consideration, and 
ad recall. A subset of two separate groups of members 
will then receive Brand Surveys in their LinkedIn feed. 
The two groups of members surveyed are: 

A test group that’s eligible to see your ads

A control group that won’t see your ads

The campaign audiences in your account help 
determine the test group who are eligible to see your 
ads, as well as those who won’t see your ads. Members 
in the test group won’t receive a Brand Survey until 
they’ve received an ad impression. 

Surveys can be delivered to members in the test group 
at any time between one to seven days after the ad 
impression.  

Brand Surveys are displayed to members as your 
campaigns deliver impressions. Each Brand Survey 
displays one question, and each question corresponds 
to one of the metrics that you selected to test. (It’s 
possible that members could see a second Brand 
Survey with a different brand metric question later.) 
Members who respond to surveys can select one 
answer, and the response can’t be changed once 
submitted.

The sum of total budget values calculated for your 
active campaigns is used to determine if your account 
meets the minimum cumulative budget needed to 
qualify for a Brand Lift Test.

If the total budget of your campaigns is greater than the 
minimum budget needed for your Brand Lift Test, more 
Brand surveys can be displayed which increases the 
chance of meaningful results.

You can adjust the budgets of campaigns as 
needed throughout the duration of the Brand Lift 
Test. Remember that Brand surveys are displayed as 
your campaigns deliver impressions. The more your 
campaigns deliver, the more Brand surveys can be 
displayed to members for the test – and the higher the 
probability of meaningful test results.

Brand Lift Test Results

Your test results and statistical strength can continue 
to fluctuate up or down for up to 15 days after your 
scheduled end date. LinkedIn recommends running 
your test to completion to get the most accurate data. 
Generally, your results are more reliable with more 
responses.

You can also view the statistical strength of the Brand 
Lift results. The statistical strength helps indicate 
the reliability of results, however, conclusive are not 
guaranteed. 

Boolean
AND-OR Targeting for Objective-Based Advertising 
Campaigns where LinkedIn’s targeting allows you to 
customize your audience. 

The  AND-OR  feature 

helps you further refine your 

targeting criteria  by using  

either  Narrow audience

or  Exclude people. 

 What can you do 
with boosting? 

Turn an organic post into a paid ad that 
appears on your selected audience’s 
LinkedIn feed

Select an audience based on LinkedIn 
profile, interests or use pre-set audiences

Set a budget and schedule

Pay with a credit card or existing 
Campaign Manager account

Q
A

1
2

You’ll be able to review how many responses were 
received for each brand metric question, as well as lift 
result metrics that help you understand the impact of 
your ads on your brand or product. To protect member 
privacy, the data received from surveys is anonymised 
and aggregated.

How to qualify for Brand Lift Testing?

While there’s no cost for Brand Lift Testing, you’ll need 
to meet a minimum cumulative budget across your 
ad account campaigns to set up tests. A minimum 
cumulative budget ensures meaningful test results.

For each Brand Lift Test, you’ll need:

A minimum of $90,000 USD, or equivalent 
currency, budgeted to qualify for two brand 
metric questions. 

An additional $45,000 USD, or equivalent 
currency, budgeted for each additional 
question.

For example, to include three brand metric questions, 
you’ll need to have $135,000 budgeted across the 
account’s campaigns that will be active during the test.

 TIP

Your ad account’s cumulative 
budget is calculated using only 

 Active campaigns. 

Draft, Paused, or Archived 
campaigns aren’t included in the 
calculations to determine if your 
ad account meets the minimum 
cumulative budget.
To determine whether your ad account meets the 
minimum cumulative budget, LinkedIn looks at the 
daily and/or lifetime budgets that the account’s active 
campaigns are set to spend during the test. A total 
budget value is then calculated for each of the active 
campaigns.
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  Total estimated lift:

The estimated brand lift across the entire onsite 
population that your campaigns reached. This value 
uses total reach to extrapolate your survey results 
and estimate the improvement in the total number of 
members who would give a desirable response to your 
survey as a result of your ads.

EXAMPLE

 If you’re measuring product consideration, then this 
number estimates the total number of additional 
members who intend to purchase from your brand as a 
result of your ads.

Calculation

total reach * absolute brand lift / 100%

Brand Lift Test result metrics

 Absolute brand lift: 

The difference in desired responses between the 
test and control groups, measured as an absolute 
difference in percentage points (ppt). This value helps 
you measure the impact of your ads by showing the 
difference in responses between members who saw 
your ads and members who didn’t. You can view 
statistical strength for this metric to better understand 
the reliability of these results.

Calculation

(percentage of desirable responses in the test group) - 
(percentage of desirable responses in the control group)

 Relative brand lift: 

The difference in desired responses between the test 
and control groups, measured as a relative percentage 
(%). This value helps you measure the onsite impact 
of your ads by showing the difference in responses 
between members who saw your ads and members 
who didn’t.

Calculation

(number of desired responses in the test group - number 
of desired responses in the control group) / (number of 
desired responses in the control group)

  Cost per lifted member: 

The approximate cost of each additional person who 
we estimate would give a desirable response to your 
survey as a result of your ads. 

EXAMPLE

If you’re measuring product consideration, this number 
estimates the cost per additional person who intends to 
purchase from your brand as a result of your ads. 

Calculation

 total spend / total estimated lift 

Brand salience
Brand salience is a metric used to measure how well 
and how frequently people notice, recognise, and 
consider your brand.

Buying Committee
The B2B buying committee is a group of people 
involved in a purchase decision. There may be only 
one who signs the order, but you’re always marketing 
or selling to a group of decision makers. You may never 
speak to the group, but each individual possesses 
significant influence and decision-making power.

According to Gartner, “the typical buying group for a 
complex B2B solution involves 6 to 10 decision makers;” 
and each of these buying committee members comes 
with their own perspectives, backgrounds, biases, 
needs, and goals that must be addressed in order to 
push a decision forward. Organisations grow larger, so 
too will their buying committees.

To effectively sell and market to B2B organisations, 
you must think beyond the people you immediately 
interact with, and create material and campaigns 
that generate engagement, address concerns, and 
affirm decisions with the entire buying committee. 
Otherwise, your efforts only account for a small portion 
of a much greater sum. Your ability to predictably 
accelerate revenue – let alone generate it – is disabled 
dramatically.

  Ad recall:  

Measures whether test group members recalled 
seeing your ad in the past seven days.

  Aided awareness:  

Measures how aware members are of a brand 
or product.

  Product consideration : 

 Measures how likely members are to consider 
a brand or product for their next purchase.

  Recommendation: 

 Measures how likely members are to recommend 
a brand or product for their next purchase.

  Brand familiarity: 

 Measures how familiar members are with 
a brand or product.

  Brand favorability: 

Measures how favourably members view 
a brand or product.

Response Types

  Control group responses: 

Responses from the members of your audience who 
weren’t shown your ads but received a survey.

  Test group responses:

Responses from the members of your audience 
who were shown your ads but received a survey.

EXAMPLE

You can target the job title of software engineer 
OR the Software Engineer skill AND have 
5+ years of experience.

While creating your target audience, if you select:

Narrow audience further:
It reduces your audience to those who meet your 
previous selections and the new selection.

Exclude audience: 
It reduces your audience to those who meet your 
previous selections and don’t meet the exclusion 
criteria.

To  increase  your audience 
to members who meet one 
criterion or another, use the 
Add more attributes  (OR) 
option within the INCLUDE 

section.

Brand Lift Test Metrics

A Brand Lift Test measures the impact your ads have on 
brand metrics. When creating a test or reviewing results, 
it’s helpful to know how brand metrics and Brand Lift 
Test result metrics are defined and/or calculated.

When creating a Brand Lift Test,  various brand metrics 
can be selected to measure.  This determines what 
questions are included in Brand surveys displayed to 
members for the test.

When reviewing the results, you can view the number 
of responses received and the calculated Brand Lift 
Test result metrics to help you understand the impact 
of your ads.
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Campaign Manager
Campaign Manager is LinkedIn’s online tool for 
creating and managing ad accounts and campaigns. 
Campaign Manager is a powerful online ad 
management tool for creating and managing ad 
accounts and campaigns. Campaign Manager 
helps you choose ad formats, budgeting and s
chedules, and tracks campaign performance
 based on their objectives. 

Category flexibility
Category flexibility refers to when a company’s brand 
equity is strong enough to be able to offer more than 
one solution to the market - giving the brand more 
flexibility to expand.

Carousel Ads
Carousel ads is a Sponsored Content ad format that 
appear in the LinkedIn feed. Carousel ads feature 
multiple images that can be scrolled through in the 
ad. Carousel Ads allow you to display multiple images 
in succession in a single carousel style ad format. 
Carousel ads can be customised to have unique 
images, captions, and destination links that help you 
tell an interactive story on desktop or mobile devices.

Carousel ads support all 
levels of   full funnel  marketing.

Cc
Clicks
A click tells you your call-to-action worked. 
In other words, a user engaged with something 
of yours on LinkedIn, instead of just scrolling past it.

On LinkedIn, clicks are counted when a signed-in 
member clicks on your post, company name or logo. 
It does not include other interactions like shares, 
reactions or comments.

CTR, or click-through rate, is a metric shown as a 
percentage that divides the number of clicks your post 
receives by the number of impressions it got — 
it gives you a better idea of its engagement.

Click-Through Rates
There are various places within an ad where a user can 
click. The click-through rate (CTR) is a ratio showing how 
often people who see your ad or post end up clicking it. 
CTR can be used to gauge how well your posts 
and ads are performing. CTR is the number of clicks 
that your ad receives divided by the number of times 
your ad is shown i.e. clicks ÷ impressions = CTR. 

EXAMPLE

If you had 5 clicks and 100 impressions, then your CTR 
would be 5%. A high CTR is a good indication that users 
find your ads and posts helpful and relevant. 
The following factors determine if the click is 
chargeable or not.

Campaign Objective

Bidding optimization goal and strategy 
selected for campaign

Ad format

Where the user clicks within the ad format

Company Engagement 
Report
Measuring the success of your account-based 
marketing campaigns is often done by looking 
at the interactions taken by buyers and influencers 
at your target companies. 

The Company Engagement Report shows you the 
number of engagements - including likes, comments, 
shares - with your organic and paid content and total 
number of visits to your company’s website. You’ll be 
able to view engagement metrics such as engagement 
level, the number of members targeted, ad impressions, 
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Tactical Plan
A content marketing strategy is a plan for building 
an audience by publishing, maintaining, and 
spreading frequent and consistent content that 
educates, entertains, or inspires to turn strangers 
into fans and fans into customers.
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Conversation Ads
Conversation ads allow you to start conversations with 
professionals and business decision makers via LinkedIn 
Messaging on both desktop and mobile devices. 

They are a form of native advertising displayed to 
LinkedIn members through messaging based on 
the target audience created by the advertiser. 
Conversation ads may appear to be sent from 
a company or a LinkedIn’s members profile. 

Different from Sponsored Messaging, With conversation 
ads, you can set up multiple call-to-action (CTA) buttons 
that link to your landing pages, open a LinkedIn Lead 
Gen Form, and encourage engagement with more 
information in the next message. The prepopulated 
responses to their selections are determined through 
a message decision tree you create.

Conversation Ads Flowchart
With the Conversation Ad Flowchart, you can view the 
number of clicks received for each call-to-action button 
in your conversation ad. Optimise the performance of 
your conversation ads by reviewing the engagement 
with each action available in your ad.

Conversion Tracking
LinkedIn conversion tracking is an analytical function 
powered by the LinkedIn Insight Tag. Conversions are 
actions a member makes that are valuable to your 
business. See how your ads led to valuable actions 
on your website, including content downloads, 
sign-ups, purchases, and you can track conversions from 
people who viewed your ad, not just who clicked. 

Conversion tracking gathers insights onto post-click 
and view-through conversions of your LinkedIn ads 
campaigns, giving you the ability to measure the 
impact and ROI of your ads. 

Before creating a conversion, decide how you need to 
define conversions. 
You’ll be able to choose from:

Page load tracking using sitewide 
Insight Tag
Conversions are counted when LinkedIn 
members visit pages on your website. 
Define from which pages conversions are 
counted from by setting URL parameters. 

Event tracking using Insight Tag
Conversions are counted when LinkedIn 
members take an action on your website. 
Add an event-specific code to a link or button 
on your website to define which actions 
conversions are counted for. 

Event tracking using image pixel
Conversions are counted when LinkedIn 
members take an action on your website. 
Install an event-specific image pixel that 
loads when the conversion action is taken.  

Custom Segments
LinkedIn has pre-defined custom audience segments 
you can use as targeting selections in your campaigns. 
These custom segments go beyond user-provided first 
party profile data, and are a marriage between user 
generated information, and behavioural data only 
available through LinkedIn directly, and partners such 
as Turn Left Media. There are over 50+ custom 
segments. Contact Turn Left Media to find out the 
perfect audience for your campaigns!

Two examples of customer segments are:

Business Travellers
This propensity-based model leverages 
LinkedIn member data to identify 
professionals whose behaviour indicates they 
travel or who have expressed interest in travel.

Mass Affluent
Look alike model-based segment of 
members who possess over $100k (or 
equivalent in non-US dollars) in investable 
assets. IT Committee: Look-alike model 
segment of members who have IT decision 
making or influence.

Customer loyalty
Customer loyalty is earned by providing customers 
with experiences that are memorable and consistently 
positive. A key indicator is the customer’s willingness to 
make repeat purchases from the same brand - even if 
the price isn’t the lowest.

13 14
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Dynamic Ads
Dynamic ads are personalised ads tailored to each 
member based on their own LinkedIn profile data, such 
as profile photo, company name, or job title. 

Dynamic ads support all levels 
of  full funnel  marketing.

Ways you can use Dynamic Ads:

Follower Ads
Expand your audience and acquire more 
followers for your LinkedIn or Showcase Page, 
and grow your influence when they see and 
engage with the organic content you share 
on LinkedIn. 

Spotlight Ads
Drive traffic to your website or landing page 
by featuring your product, service, event, 
newsletter, and more with a clear call-to-
action for your target audience. 

Job Ads
Find a high volume of quality job applicants 
with targeted ads. Links to your job postings.

NOTE

Each member sees their personalised information; 
member profile information is not displayed to other 
members. Members can also opt out of allowing their 
profile information to be used to personalise ads. 

However, demand generation is not just about 
discovering prospects that already exist. It’s about 
stimulating interest in people who don’t know anything 
about you. The most effective way of generating 
demand is to concentrate on the problems that 
prospects face, 
and then supply solutions.

Demand generation takes prospects all the way from 
establishing their awareness that they have a problem 
you can solve, through increasing trust and confidence 
in your brand, to definite interest in what your solutions 
can do for them. It might include raising awareness 
of your product features and why they matter, sharing 
thought leadership content that demonstrates your 
sector expertise, distributing free resources and tools 
that show how useful you and your services can be, 
or sharing influencer posts from your leadership that 
showcase your brand values.

The most obvious difference between a 

DEMAND GENERATION 
CAMPAIGN 
and a 
LEAD GENERATION 
CAMPAIGN 
is therefore whether the campaign 
asks for contact information or not.

Decision-Makers
Decision-makers are people within a company who 
have the power to make strategic decisions like 
acquisitions, expansion or investment. Some of the types 
of decision-making may include tactical, organisational, 
policy, operating, personal, programmed, and non-
programmed decisions. 

In B2B sales, the most important types of decision-
making are financial and purchasing decisions about 
what to buy, at what price, and from whom. Often such 
decision-makers are the business’s head buyers.

Determining who is the decision-maker is one of the 
first things you need to do, as contacting the company 
without knowing who you’re supposed to be selling to is 
equal to going in blind. This results in wasted time and 
resources as you’re likely to approach the wrong person, 
especially when selling to large organisations.

Demand Generation
Demand generation and lead generation are both 
hugely important to B2B marketing strategies. You can’t 
generate leads effectively and sustainably if you’re not 
also generating demand – and generating demand 
loses a lot of its value if you can’t translate that demand 
into leads.

Demand generation is the entire range of B2B 
marketing and sales initiatives that generate interest 
in your company’s product or service. The aims of 
demand generation are to bring prospects with a need 
for your product into your sales process, turn them into 
customers and retain them for the long-term.

Dd
Direct Sponsored Content
When you create a Sponsored Content campaign 
in Campaign Manager, you’ll have the option 
to browse existing content to select ads for the 
campaign. Depending on the ad format selected, 
you’ll be able to browse previously created Direct 
Sponsored Content and/or updates from your 
LinkedIn Page.

When browsing existing content, you can select 
updates posted on your LinkedIn Page as single image 
ads if the update meets the advertising specifications 
for single image ads.

Most Page updates can be sponsored as a single 
image ad, but you won’t be able to sponsor updates 
that include an uploaded video, multiple images 
or a document.

When browsing existing content, you can select Page 
updates with uploaded videos as video ads if the 
video meets the video ad specifications. If you have an 
update with a YouTube video link, you can sponsor that 
update as a single image ad.

When browsing existing content, you can select Page 
updates with your LinkedIn Event URL as event ads.
The ad will need to meet the event ad specifications.

NOTE

You can also sponsor an update directly from your 
LinkedIn Page by clicking the Boost button in the admin 
view of the Page update.
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An EVP helps your organisation establish credibility 
and differentiate your employer brand to attract 
‘right fit’ top talent. It also re-energises current 
employees.  The EVP defines the value employees 
can expect to receive from a company and the value 
they are expected to contribute. 

It’s not just why you join a 
company -   it’s why you stay. 

Some tips on building an EVP:

Your EVP should be inspirational—not 
aspirational—and tell the story of who you truly are

Make sure your EVP is empowering, but make it 
flexible enough for customisation

“Walk the walk” by setting a great example with 
your talent acquisition team’s internal culture

Note

 In case some terms get confusing, see below:

An Employer Brand 
describes people’s perceptions of you 
as an employer (good, bad or indifferent)

An Employer Value Proposition (EVP)
defines how you’d like to be perceived 
as an employer

Ee
Emotional messaging
Messaging that appeals to the audience’s emotions - 
to influence brand perception and purchase decisions. 
Emotional messaging is key to making your brand part 
of the easy recall with mental availability. 

If the advertising is engaging, people will pay attention 
and remember it. Before customers come to market, 
in a buying scenario, they should be primed with 
repeated, memorable exposure to your brand. 

Historically, B2C brands have used emotional 
messaging and B2B brands use rational messaging. 
Today, B2B brands must use emotional messaging to 
build their brands and drive long-term growth.

Employer Branding
Employer Branding describes an employer’s reputation 
as a place to work and their employee value 
proposition, as opposed to the more general corporate 
brand reputation and value proposition to customers. 
It describes the activities an organisation undertakes 
to communicate this desirable employer brand image.

Employer Value Proposition 
(EVP)
An Employer Value Proposition (EVP) defines how the 
employer would like to be seen and experienced by 
employees and candidates. 

Engagement
The easiest definition of social media engagement 
is some form of interaction between the customer 
and the brand, which takes place within social 
media networks. It’s certainly not about a one-off 
communication, but rather about the creation of 
a long-term relationship with your target customers. 
This relationship considers the positive reaction 
to a brand’s engagement tactics.

Engagement Rate
LinkedIn calculates engagement rate by adding 
the number of interactions, clicks and new followers 
acquired, divided by the number of impressions the 
post receives. In other words, it’s the number of times 
members interacted with your ad (paid and free clicks 
divided by total impressions).

Event Ads
Event ads allow you to promote LinkedIn Events from 
your Page to a defined audience. As a Sponsored 
Content ad format, event ads are displayed in a 
member’s LinkedIn feed on desktop and mobile devices 
and optimised to highlight important event details.

Event ads can be selected as an ad format when 
choosing any of the campaign objectives. When you 
add event ads to your campaign, you can choose 
to create a new event ad or browse existing content, 
which includes previously created event ads as well as 
updates from your LinkedIn Page with Event URLs.

Exchange Rate
In finance, an exchange rate is the rate at which 
one currency will be exchanged for another. It is also 
regarded as the value of one country’s currency in 
relation to another currency. 

Turn Left Media applies a monthly exchange rate 
to all local currency when using LinkedIn’s campaign 
manager that is set in United States Dollars (USD).

Export LinkedIn Connection
This is a tool that you can use to backup and export your 
connections to a spreadsheet. This makes it easier to 
keep track of your previous conversations and to touch 
base with them.

Some people even import the list on to their email 
program so they can send emails to their connections.

1
2
3

PERFORMANCE  or 

CONVERSTIONS  and 

LEADS COLUMNS  selected. 

You can also create a custom column 
view with event registration metrics.

Event registrations can be 
viewed when you have the
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Ff
Fame
How well-known a brand is within its own category.

Forecasting
The key result that your campaign is optimised for is 
highlighted by a key result icon. The key result for your 
campaign will depend on your campaign objective, ad 
format, and bidding optimisation goal.

Note

The Forecasted Results window generates expected 
campaign performance details for items you select, 
like audience, ad type, budget, and more. 

While LinkedIn strives for accuracy in their forecasts, 
it’s important to remember that forecasted results 
are an estimate and do not guarantee the actual 
performance of your campaign.

As you set up targeting for your campaigns, you 
can discover more about your audiences using the 
dropdowns in the Forecasted Results window on the 
right of the campaign creation page. The dropdowns 
provide breakdowns of professional attributes like job 
function, years of experience, company size, industries, 
and interest. These professional attributes are based 
on the information LinkedIn members provide in their 
profiles. As you adjust your targeting selections, your 
audience forecast will update accordingly to reflect 
your target audience.

It’s possible for the percentages to add up to more 
than 100% when audience members have multiple 
attributes. 

EXAMPLE

a member may have multiple job titles.

Funnel

 The purchase funnel
is a consumer-focused marketing model that illustrates 
the theoretical customer journey toward the purchase 
of a good or service.

 The sales funnel 
is the marketing term for the journey potential 
customers go through on the way to purchase. 
There are several steps to a sales funnel, usually 
known as the top, middle, and bottom of the 
funnel, although these steps may vary depending 
on a company’s sales model.

In the Awareness stage of the funnel, a B2B 
customer is looking for answers. At this stage, 
the prospect has identified the business problem 
they need to solve. They need the resources, 
education, data, opinions, and insight necessary 
to solve their problem. 

Once your prospects show interest in your product, 
it’s imperative to give them resources to guide their decision. 
At this stage, they might want to dig deeper into your brand 
to determine if your product is a good fit. They might fill out 
a form to register for a webinar or download an ebook.

In the consideration stage, the lead is ready to see 
how your product works and how it will fit their needs. 
They might request a demo here (or in the next stage). 
By now, your rep will know about the lead’s business 
and show them how the product will solve their 
business problem. 

THREE STRUCTURE FUNNEL
TOP, MIDDLE & BOTTOM OR AWARENESS, ENGAGEMENT & CONVERSION\ACQUISITION.

TOP
STAGE  1

AWARENESS

MIDDLE
STAGE  2

ENGAGEMENT

BOTTOM
STAGE  3

ACQUISITION
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Gg
GIF 
(Graphic Interchange Format)
A GIF, is a file that supports static and animated images 
- snippets of a movie or show or something that you 
make yourself.

Groups
LinkedIn Groups are virtual meeting rooms (or forums) 
where people with similar interests can post and hold 
conversations around topics they want to share or learn 
more about. 

Participating in Groups creates an opportunity for you 
to share your expertise around a subject and a reliable 
source of information within the Group. 

Create a LinkedIn Group

Access the LinkedIn Groups homepage.

Click Create group at the top right side 
of the page.

Follow the instructions beneath for each 
field in the Create group window.

Moderate Your LinkedIn Group

As a group owner, you can update Group 
Rules by editing your group information. 
You can list the rules and criteria for 
members to join the group.

Group admin (owner or manager) can review 
the member requests to join and approve 
only applicable members.

Group admins can also send invites to their 
LinkedIn connections who can add value 
to the group.

Manage the content posted in groups

Group admins can approve or deny member 
posts using the Post Approval Feature in Your 
LinkedIn Group. Group owners can enable 
the ability to review new posts before they are 
shared with members and also disable this 
feature at any time. Group Managers cannot 
enable or disable this feature.

 You’ll build valuable relationships 
with  like-minded people  to 
help you do more business.

Hh
High quality audiences
Quality audiences are those who are more likely 
to convert in response to your call to action. 
This relies on you delivering the right ad to 
the right person at the right time. 

LinkedIn audiences are unique because they already 
have an intention to learn and grow, and to be more 
productive and successful. As a result, they’re more 
interested in learning about brands on LinkedIn than 
any other platform.

There are three types of distribution patterns you should 
keep in mind: 

Hum
this content is always on. 

What are the conversations and topics that 
you want to always be having with your 
potential customers?

Sing
building on top of ‘hum’ conversations are the 
small campaigns that you want to ‘sing.’ 

These might be points in the year where you have 
a different product update or a new product series 
where you want to elevate your voice a little bit 
more in-market and probably want to reach 
a slightly bigger audience.

Shout
building on top of the ‘sing’ moments are those 
big ‘shout’ moments, such as big campaigns 
throughout the year that you really want to 
emphasize. 

These can be big annual events where you’re 
trying to reach a large amount of people or 
rebrands.
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you can reach multiple members of the buying committee, as well 
as enhance brand awareness and perception with future buyers.

774
MEMBERS
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N57
COMPANIES
active on LinkedIn

Hum, Sing and Shout Content 
Model
Developed by the Content Marketing Institute and 
LinkedIn, the “Hum Sing Shout Model” is all about 
creating a structured plan for your content distribution. 
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Ii
Influencer
LinkedIn Influencers are selected by invitation only and 
comprise a global collective of 500+ of the world’s 
foremost thinkers, leaders, and innovators. As leaders 
in their industries and geographies, they discuss 
newsy and trending topics such as the future of higher 
education, the workplace culture at Amazon, the plunge 
in oil prices, and the missteps of policymakers.
LinkedIn’s list of Influencers includes Richard Branson, 
Bill Gates, Arianna Huffington, and Mary Barra. 

A team of editors works with Influencers to create 
content in the form of articles and posts that LinkedIn 
believes that our  members are more informed 
professionals and spark thoughtful conversations. 

NOTE 

The list of Influencers changes throughout the year. 
LinkedIn doesn’t accept Influencer applications.

Insights Tag
The Linked Insight Tag is a piece of lightweight 
JavaScript code that you can add to your website 
to enable in depth campaign reporting and unlock 
valuable insights about your website visitors. You can 
either paste the Insight Tag code from Campaign 
Manager in your website’s global footer. Adding the tag 
to the footer will let you track conversions or retarget on 
any page across your whole site. Tag managers help 
you manage and edit all your tags without editing code. 
LinkedIn Insight Tag can be installed with many tag 
managers, including Google, Tealium and Adobe.

The insights tag allows you to:

Track conversions and optimise your 
campaigns automatically

Get more leads and conversions by 
retargeting your website visitors

Learn about who’s engaging with your 
brand with exclusive audience insights

Impression
This metric lets you know the total number of times your 
LinkedIn update is visible for at least 300 milliseconds. 
This tracks when the post is also, at minimum, 50% in 
view to a user that’s logged into LinkedIn. 

You might also want to track unique impressions. 
This is the number of times your post displays to 
individual signed-in members. (Unlike impressions, 
unique impressions won’t count when a user sees the 
same post multiple times.)

Integrations or API
Digital integration is the idea that data or information 
on any given electronic device can be read 
or manipulated by another device using 
a standard format. 

The LinkedIn API uses 
OAuth 2.0  for user 
authorisation & 
API authentication. 
Applications must be authorised and authenticated 
before they can fetch data from LinkedIn or get 
access to member data. Developers seeking to build 
a marketing related integration using Marketing 
Developer Platform (MDP) permissions must be 
approved. You can apply for access through the 
Developer Portal

Invoicing and Credit Cards
LinkedIn Marketing Solutions offers two types 
of payment methods. Credit card payment is offered 
to all customers who are using Campaign Manager 
to manage and run campaigns. Invoicing allows you 
to run ads up to a certain dollar limit for 30 days prior 
to payment. 

1
2
3

After

D
AY

S an invoice is sent 
and payment is 
required.30 

This method of invoicing allows you to have a flexible 
monthly budget up to your approved monthly spend 
limit that is specified during the application and credit 
check process.

D
AY

STurn Left Media offers 
marketers, businesses and 
agencies invoicing in local 
currencies, with up to 60 
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  VIEWER INFORMATION

Who viewed my profile and updates?

  CONTENT & NETWORK GROWTH  

Where should I find new contacts?

  PROFILE VIEWS BY JOB TITLE

How is my profile performing over time?

  POST VIEWS

How is my engagement developing?

  FOLLOWERS DEMOGRAPHICS

Where do my followers come from?

  NUMBER OF FOLLOWERS

 Is my business influential enough?

  IMPRESSIONS & REACH

How many people have seen my page?

  ENGAGEMENT RATE
 

What kind of content engages most?

  COMPANY UPDATE STATUS 

How are my updates received?

Job Ads are  Dynamic Ads,  which are 
personalised and focused on  promoting 
one or more job opportunities to qualified 
LinkedIn members in your  target audience. 

KkJj
Job Advertising

The ads are dynamically generated in  three types:

Jobs you may be interested in,

Picture yourself,

Job page.

KPI
A LinkedIn KPI or metric is a measurement tool 
utilised in company pages and individual profiles 
to track and measure their influence via specific 
goals, be it engagement, reaching out or developing 
connections with as many people as possible in 
their specific industry.

IMPORTANT LINKEDIN KPI’S & METRICS
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Lead Gen Forms
LinkedIn Lead Gen forms make it easy for you to collect 
quality leads using forms that are pre-populated with 
LinkedIn profile data. When a member clicks on the 
call-to-action button on a LinkedIn ad with an attached 
Lead Gen Form, the form is automatically populated 
with their contact and profile information, and they 
can submit their information without having to type it in 
manually. Lead Gen Forms are available for Sponsored 
Content and Sponsored Messaging Campaigns. 

You can track your campaign’s cost per lead, lead form 
fill rate, and the number of leads you’re getting from 
specific professional audience segments. You can also 
Download your leads from Campaign Manager or 
integrate it with your preferred marketing automation 
or CRM tool. 

Lead generation translates 
the interest that all of this 
activity creates into something 

TANGIBLE  &  ACTIONABLE

Lead Generation
Get qualified leads through a lead generation 
advertising objective. Members who click on your ad 
are sent to a Lead Gen Form that is pre-populated with 
their LinkedIn profile data. This objective is at the bottom 
of the marketing funnel and encourages you to define 
valuable actions. Lead generation translates the interest 
that all of this activity creates into something tangible 
and actionable.

Ll
The most obvious difference between a demand 
generation campaign and a lead generation campaign 
is whether the campaign asks for contact information 
or not. 

A lead generation campaign is when your content is 
gated behind a form requesting contact details, and you 
pay to distribute it to a target audience. 

Your main objective for this activity is to capture as many 
leads as possible by giving people a reason to share 
their contact details and making it easy for them to do, 
not to get as many people as possible engaging with 
your content.

Lead Scoring
Lead scoring is a popular methodology used by 
marketing and sales teams to determine how likely their 
leads are to buy. It is a process where you assign a score 
(often 1-100) to your leads. The lead score tells you your 
leads’ buying intention. The higher the score, the more 
likely they’ll buy. 

Lead scores are determined by various attributes 
such as your lead’s:

Job title

Industry

Web site visits

Email engagement

For every attribution that applies to your leads, they earn 
points. So, a visit to the pricing page could add points to 
the lead score, as it signals a high buying intent.  Often, 
lead scores can be configured to lose points as well.

 EXAMPLE

an email unsubscribe could subtract points, as it 
indicates the lead no longer wants to hear from you.

Lifetime Pacing and Budget
Budget Pacing controls how your budget is spent 
throughout the duration of your campaign. Lifetime 
Pacing optimises your budget spend throughout the 
duration of your campaign, while generating optimum 
results. Lifetime pacing is automatically applied to all 
ad campaigns except those where daily budget option 
and continuous schedule are selected.

LinkedIn Marketing Blog
The LinkedIn Blog delivers the latest articles 
on new features, products, and site enhancements. 
It also provides helpful tips and tricks on using LinkedIn.

LinkedIn Audience Network
The LinkedIn Audience Network enables you to extend 
the reach of your Sponsored Content campaigns 
by delivering your ads beyond the LinkedIn feed to 
members on third-party apps and sites. When the 
LinkedIn Audience Network is enabled in campaign 
set-up, the same targeting parameters, bid type, and 
budget created for your campaign applies.

 TIP

Displaying ads on the LinkedIn 
Audience Network gives you up to       

25% MORE REACH 
with your target audience.

Activating your message across multiple channels helps 
improve your campaign’s scale to engage professionals 
when they’re active and helps improve overall 
campaign return on ad spend.

The LinkedIn Audience Network feature is currently 
available for campaigns using single image and video 
ad formats. Sponsored Content ads are automatically 
optimised across publisher placements for a positive ad 
experience and to engage professionals. 

For each campaign, how the ad renders will adjust 
based on the placement and rendering specifications 
of each publisher.

LinkedIn Events
The LinkedIn Page Events tab displays all LinkedIn 
events hosted by an organisation in ascending 
chronological order. 

The tab will only display if you have hosted an event. 
As a Page Admin you can view the events listed on 
the events tab. Editing through the tab isn’t currently 
available. However, you can manage your page events 
from your Admin view. If you cancel or delete an event, it 
will be removed from the events tab. 

Location is everything when it comes to events, and 
virtual events are no exception:

You can host your events in a safe, trusted 
environment. 

Generate a native landing page on LinkedIn, 
with a unique URL to promote

Stream to your event attendees using 
LinkedIn Live. 

LinkedIn Events come with tools to engage your 
audience at all points in the events lifecycle. 

Before the event
Post polls, images, videos, and documents to the event 
feed. You can recommend two posts per week 

Attendees receive a confirmation email, as well as 
reminder emails and notifications
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  TIP
We recommend 
 StreamYard 
(https://streamyard.com?pal=5661560547573760) 

or 

 Restream 
(https://restream.io/join/zg1Ky) 
to get $10 in credit. 
Alternatively, you can choose one of LinkedIn’s Certified 
Partners here or if you prefer to connect directly to an 
encoder or streaming software like Zoom or WebEx, 
simply go live with LinkedIn custom stream (RTMP) tool.

LinkedIn Marketing Awards
The LinkedIn Marketing Awards are your chance to be 
recognised as the hero that a makes a difference to your 
business. These awards have seen entries from hundreds 
of large and small businesses working to a range of 
marketing budgets, marketing goals and successes.

LinkedIn Marketing Solutions
LinkedIn’s aim is to become the world’s definitive 
marketing platform for businesses to connect 
with their audiences.

Build your presence, establish relationships with 
professionals globally, and reach the people that 
matter most on LinkedIn.

LinkedIn ads allow you to connect with 
the world’s largest community of business professionals 
by serving ad content to members through a variety 
of products and platforms. 

During the event
Interact with attendees in the comments of your 
LinkedIn Live stream

After the event
Showcase stream highlights on your Page’s “Videos” tab

Share your next LinkedIn Event on the feed and 
recommend the post to boost exposure

LinkedIn Live
LinkedIn Live allows approved members and 
organisations to broadcast live video content 
to LinkedIn page followers, profile connections or 
LinkedIn events attendees. 

LinkedIn Sales Navigator

Live videos get on average

than native video produced 
by the same broadcasters. 

X 7 
MORE REACTIONS

& X 24 
MORE COMMENTS

LinkedIn Live allows you to build deeper connections 
and drive more engagement with the world’s largest 
professional community. 

Use LinkedIn Live to launch new products, showcase the 
people behind your brand, or demonstrate your thought 
leadership. Consider it as a new channel for existing 
content ideas - the magic is in making it interactive.

NOTE

Only approved Live Video broadcasters can stream.

LinkedIn Live Streaming Tools
Depending on your level of experience, you can choose 
to go live in various ways. For a seamless experience, 
choose tools from one of LinkedIn’s preferred partners. 

Look-Alike Audiences
Look-Alike Audiences help you expand your Matched 
Audience segments by finding people with similar 
characteristics.

Look-Alike Audiences use a proprietary algorithm to 
build on your selected audience. LinkedIn member 
profile data and company attributes are used to 
determine similarity to expand to audiences based on 
similar characteristics. Your look-alike audience can 
be up to 15 times larger than your original audience. 
The original Matched Audiences segment will not be 
included in your new look-alike audience.

IMPORTANT

 Look-alike audiences will match based on member 
and company similarities, but there is no guarantee that 
any characteristics will be shared. Look-alike audiences 
do not use sensitive demographic attributes such as sex 
or age within the model.

Once your lookalike audience has been added to a 
campaign, you can select additional targeting facets, 
like job function and company industry, to further refine 
your target audience.

With Audience Expansion you can increase the reach 
of your campaign by showing your ads to audiences 
with attributes matching your target audience. 
Whereas look-alike audiences helps you find people 
with characteristics similar to your targeted audience 
using an existing matched audience segment, such as 
website audiences, Lead Gen Form audiences, video 
ad audience, company lists, or contact lists.

Use Look-alike audiences to:

Exclude audience during campaign setup 
using targeting filters.

Narrow down your audience when using lead 
generation.

Long-term sales
Where conversion happens after an extended period 
of time.

 “

Sales Navigator is described as the best version of 
LinkedIn for sales professionals. It allows sales teams to 
engage with contacts and accounts within the platform.

Sales Navigator is a social selling platform by LinkedIn 
that provides an array of features which focus on 
helping you find the right prospects with whom to build 
trusted relationships. 

With LinkedIn Sales Navigator, you can:

Reach the right kind of prospects by using the 
search and filter features. 

Get actionable information and insights that 
can pave the way for a deeper understanding 
of leads and prospects. 

Engage with your prospects on a more 
personal level by providing personalised 
content, customisations, discounts, and offers.

Sales Navigator is a paid tool that is available to all 
users. Depending on your requirements and the size 
of your team, you can choose from individual, team 
and enterprise subscriptions.

Sales Navigator features 
a powerful set of search 
capabilities, improved 
visibility into extended 
networks, and personalised 
algorithms to help you reach 
the right decision maker.

  LinkedIn.

 “
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If you upload a company or contact list:

Utilise LinkedIn’s templates (troubleshooting help center 
article) to upload your company or contact list. 

When uploading a list of companies, provide the 
company name and the Company Page URL (www.
Linkedin.com/company/NAME) in the template to 
improve match rate and accuracy.

If you upload a company list, you’ll also be able to view 
a Company Engagement Report. You can view which 
companies were and were not able to be matched from 
the Company Engagement Report. 

Contact audience segments can be created from 
uploaded contact lists or data integrations with third-
party providers.

Ensure the  LinkedIn Insight Tag 
is in the global header or footer 
of your site when using website 
audiences.

Maximum Delivery 
(Automated)
Maximum Delivery (Automated) utilises machine 
learning to automatically bid for you while aiming to 
maximise your LinkedIn advertising budget efficiency. 
Based on your campaign objective, it automatically 
adjusts your bid to deliver the most key results (such as 
clicks, impressions or conversions) possible with your full 
budget. Maximum delivery is available for all advertising 
objectives. The bid will be optimised for the optimisation 
goal selected in the bidding section of the campaign 
set-up. 

NOTES:

Maximum delivery is not available for campaigns 
that utilise the Dynamic (jobs ads, spotlight ads, 
or follower ads) or Sponsored Messaging 
(message ads and conversation ads) formats.

Mm
Manual Bidding
Manual Bidding allows you to specify the amount you 
want to bid per key result. Manual bidding is available 
for all campaign objectives, ad formats or optimisation 
goals. Campaigns that utilise manual bidding may 
be charged by the ad objective, ad format and 
optimisation goal selected for the campaign. Manual 
bidding is the best option for advertisers who want to 
manually control their bid in the auction.

If the bid amount entered is not high enough, 
the campaign will be less competitive in the auction, 
resulting in fewer ad placements and opportunities 
to reach your target audience. The bid may also need 
to be adjusted manually throughout the lifetime of the 
campaign to remain competitive in the ad auction.

The bid amount should be defined by how much 
a campaign result (click, impression, or conversion) 
is worth to your business. Campaign Manager will 
help by suggesting a bid range.

Marketing Labs
LinkedIn Marketing Labs is a platform that offers free 
online courses about advertising on LinkedIn and allows 
you to earn a LinkedIn Marketing Labs Certification 
upon completion. Developed by a network of in-house 
marketing experts, lab courses provide best practices 
and marketing strategies for LinkedIn ad campaigns.

The platform guides users through relevant learning 
paths, tracks progress, and recommends relevant 
courses. 

Topics range from how to successfully launch your first 
ad campaign to how to create brand awareness with 
LinkedIn ads. 

Courses are currently available 
in the languages below: 

English
French
German
Portuguese
Spanish

Marketing Labs Certifications enable marketers 
to showcase their LinkedIn marketing expertise 
and differentiate themselves from other marketers. 
Certifications are available for each learning path, 
which currently includes Fundamentals and Marketing 
Strategy.  You can add your certificate to your LinkedIn 
member profile after you pass the exam.

Matched Audiences
Matched Audiences allow you to create custom 
audiences by uploading a list, retargeting, or through 
third-party data integration. 

There are three variations of matched audiences 
currently available through LinkedIn:

Company Targeting
(Account-Based Marketing): 
Run your account-based marketing campaigns 
reaching key companies and decision-makers.

Contact Targeting: 
Market to prospects and known contacts 
by securely uploading your list of contact
IDs or connecting to your contact 
management platform.

Retargeting: 
Segment your audience and deliver unique 
content based on actions they have taken with 
your brand. 

Here are some recommendations that can help you 
while setting up Matched Audiences:

The minimum campaign audience size is 

  300 MEMBERS    

and location is a required targeting facet. 

If you apply Matched Audiences segments to build 
your campaign audience, it’s important the segment 
matches more than 300 members as location may 
decrease your audience size.

If your segment is too small (less than 300), you can 
select multiple audience segments to apply to your 
campaign and/or create a lookalike audience to 
meet the minimum audience size requirement for your 
campaign to run. 

Even if your Matched Audiences segments are in the 
building state, they can be applied to your campaign. 
Your campaign will automatically begin delivering 
once your audience has reached a minimum of 300 
members.

Use asset copying to copy website retargeting, 
lookalike, company or contact audiences across 
multiple Campaign Manager accounts.
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 EXAMPLE

You’re Invited to a FixDex Marketing Event; 
Join our pilot program.

Sender
Sending the message ad from a recognised, 
prominent, or credible person will positively 
contribute to your campaign.

Custom greeting 
To insert a custom greeting, type your 
salutation like Hello or Hi and add 
%FIRSTNAME%, %LASTNAME% to 
dynamically insert the member’s first name 
and last name. (ex. Hi %FIRSTNAME%, will 
appear as Hi Jane, for the member receiving 
the message ad)

Banner creative
Consider using an image banner for branding 
impact.

Body
Here are some tips for crafting an effective 
message in the body of your message ad:

TIPS
Start your message off with a personal 
introduction and a clear purpose that 
specifically speaks to your audience.

Keep the copy short and concise, 
generally under 500 characters

Formatting options like bulleting, italics, 
bolding, and underlining are available, 
although we recommend keeping the 
formatting simple and conversational since 
you’re in a conversation space.

Avoid using characters like < > # % { } \ ^ ˜ [ ] 
` in the URLs that you include within the body 
of your message. These characters can cause 
an error with the hyperlink.

We recommend selecting maximum 
delivery bidding to gain an understanding 
of the performance potential of your entire 
budget (how many results the campaign 
can generate for your budget).

Use the target cost bidding strategy to better 
control cost per result.

Member Interests 
& Trait Targeting

 LinkedIn Interests and Traits targeting 

lets you build you audience, based on member’s 
inferred interests and traits, subject to each members 
ad settings and LinkedIn’s Advertising Policies.  Member 
Interests and Traits may be based on, or inferred from 
member actions and engagement with specific online 
content on LinkedIn and from Bing searches.

NOTE

LinkedIn tools, including member Interests and Traits 
targeting, may not be used to discriminate. 

There are three categories within Interests 
and Traits targeting:

Member Groups targeting reaches members 
who share interests or professional associations 
by belonging to the same LinkedIn Group. 
These groups are not a proxy for targeting 
members based on any traits they might 
share beyond their interest in the
Member Groups targeted.

EXAMPLE

Membership in a LinkedIn Group focused on 
accessibility does not indicate the member has 
a disability or related health condition (so should 
never be used as a proxy for it), but only that the 
member has a professional interest in accessibility.

Member Interests targeting includes a broad 
variety of member interest topics that may be 
based on or inferred from member actions and 
engagement with specific content on LinkedIn. 

EXAMPLE

 Selecting the “Business and Management” 
interest would target audiences who have 
engaged with content about business and 
management, not necessarily people who
work in those fields. Each Member Interest 
topic in Campaign Manager opens 
a subcategory when selected.

Member Traits targeting allows you to reach 
members based on behaviours, for example, 
members who are frequent contributors, frequent 
travellers, or job seekers. These are direct and 
inferred behaviour traits of segment members 
based on actions they take on LinkedIn, their 
LinkedIn profile, device preferences, and/or 
general location inferred from IP.

NOTE

When selecting targeting facets for your 
campaign audience, member interests and traits 
may not be used with a contact list (whether 
uploaded directly or through a marketing 
platform) or a website retargeting audience. 

Mental availability
Mental availability is the propensity of the brand 
to be thought of in buying situations.

Message Ads
Message Ads and conversation ads are ad formats 
under Sponsored Messaging. Message ads are 
displayed via desktop and mobile when members are 
active anywhere on LinkedIn. To maintain the member 
experience and help your ads reach members in your 
target audience in a timely manner, LinkedIn strictly 
controls the number of times a member can receive 
Sponsored Messaging within a given time period. As 
a result, it’s unlikely the same member will receive your 
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ad twice within a short period of time. These ads are 
displayed in your target audiences LinkedIn Messaging 
inbox. The ads are displayed on desktop and mobile 
devices and only when members are active on 
LinkedIn.

Message ads and Conversation ads are both charged 
on a cost-per-send/cost-per-displayed basis.

Message ads
You can display a targeted message with a single call-
to-action button.

Conversation ads
You can set up multiple call-to-action buttons that 
link to your landing pages, open a Lead Gen Form, 
or drive engagement with more information in the 
next message.

We recommend you test   
 both ad formats  to compare 
performance.

Below are some tips for crafting a successful 
message ad:

Best days to launch
Tuesday and Wednesday are optimal days to launch 
message ads.

Overall content strategy
Focus on how the member could benefit from the 
conversation.

Subject line
The subject line should be personable, concise, 
interesting, and friendly.
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Ensure that the call-to-action hyperlink communicates 
clearly what’s to be expected on your landing page or 
LinkedIn Lead Gen Form. Use LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms 
to capture quality leads using forms that are pre-filled 
with LinkedIn profile data. 

Lead Gen Forms are available 
for  mobile & desktop 
campaigns.

Mindset
Today, brands can develop deeper relationships than 
ever before by engaging customers on social networks. 
But to be relevant, brands must understand the specific 
user mindset. At the heart of personal and professional 
networks are differing needs and interests, and different 
emotional drivers that fuel them. Marketing to the 
mindset is about understanding that mindset divide and 
aligning your marketing strategy in order to achieve the 
desired outcome.

Just as people keep their professional lives separate 
from their personal ones, online networking has the 
same divide. Not only do people make different 
connections, they also experience different emotions 
when visiting personal and professional networks.

When examining motivations between users on 
personal and professional networks, the difference in 
mindset becomes quickly apparent. Personal networks 
are where people spend time being entertained, while 
on professional networks, people invest their time. 
Professional network users want to connect with brands 
that align with their drive for achievement and success.

Successfully channelling the right emotions can 
build deeper relationships on professional networks. 
Connecting with these emotions can strengthen the 
impact of your message.

  Top 5 tips   to optimise your 
marketing with mindset: 

Recognise the distinct roles of personal and 
professional networks when building your 
marketing plan.

Frame how your brand helps users gain 
knowledge and success on professional networks. 

Engage information-hungry influencers with 
exclusive content and information. 

Understand the difference in users’ emotions and 
match your message to their mindsets.

Build meaningful relationships by participating, 
sharing and listening

MOAT
Moat helps brands, agencies, publishers, and platforms 
solve their biggest media measurement challenges 
across digital and TV. The measurement suite includes 
solutions for ad verification, attention, brand safety, 
advertising effectiveness, and cross-platform reach 
and frequency.

By adding your Moat tags to your LinkedIn campaign, 
you can attribute viewability and audibility metrics to 
your LinkedIn video ad campaigns. You must be 
a Moat customer in order to leverage this integration.

My Company Tab
The My Company tab on a LinkedIn Page gives 
employees of an organisation the opportunity to 
view co-worker milestones, view stock information 
(if applicable), engage with trending co-worker posts 
and company recommended content, and connect 
with other employees.

With the new   “My Company” 
tab, your employees can: 

 New
Share organic posts and content curated by 
your marketing and talent branding teams 
to build employee advocacy.

 New

Measure employee advocacy with 
analytics.

Access a trusted, employee-only 
community on LinkedIn.

Celebrate one another, with quick insight 
into new hires and co-worker milestones.

Interact with one another, by engaging 
with trending LinkedIn posts from their co-
workers.

Connect with one another, through 
dynamic suggestions based on their 
location, team and shared co-worker.

1

2
3
4
5

In the near term, the  
“My Company” tab 
will not be available 
to Pages with 200 employees 
or less, identified under 
“company size”. 

Here are a few things to keep in mind:

The tab can’t be removed. 

Members will only see the tab if they’re an 
associated employee and the Page has 
more than 10 associated employees.

Page super admins can turn off the Trending 
Co-worker Content feature. 
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Nn
  EXPERIENTIAL NICHES

 
are based on the advisor providing a unique 
experience which will inspire clients to seek their 
services again and spread word about their 
services among their networks.

  PSYCHOSOCIAL NICHES

involve working with clients who have undergone 
painful or disorienting experiences and need 
emotional and financial guidance to make 
their decisions.

  TECHNICAL NICHES 

provide financial services using knowledge, 
resources, and skills which other advisors 
do not have.

  AFFINITY NICHES 

are built on social connections 

EXAMPLE

Business development at your yoga class, 
at the chess club or at your children’s school 
programmes.

  VALUE NICHES 

have a shared philosophy or values 
which build trust.

  EDUCATIONAL NICHES

 are where the target market needs to be 
acquainted with relevant issues prior to 
forming a decision.

SIX VARYING TYPES OF NICHES 
which have their own unique experiences & services. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

It’s one of the fastest growing professional networking sites

MILLION
774 200

COUNTRIES

USERS
in more than

Niche
A niche is a unique position or place you offer to attract 
your audience. 

A target market is a group of people typically 
connected by something they all have in common, 
which you can use to develop a service model and 
retain them as prospective customers. 

Your niche is a specialised section of your target market 
that you wish to attract.
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Oo
Maximise results

Knowing your objective enables LinkedIn to 
optimise your ads for an “optimisation goal”, 
getting more of the results you want. LinkedIn 
charges and optimises for higher-quality clicks 
that support your objectives (for website visits 
and website conversion objectives only). 

Easily measure and track results

“Key results” are included in reporting and 
forecasting for you to track your outcomes, 
based on your unique objective.

2

3

Awareness

Consideration

Impressions

Clicks to Landing Page

Engagement 
(Any clicks on ad including social actions, 
clicks to landing page, Follow Company)

Video Views

Lead Gen Submissions 

Conversions 

Clicks to Landing Page

Brand Awareness

Website Visists

Engagement 

Video Views

Lead Generation

Website Conversions 

Job Applicants

OBJECTIVE GROUP OBJECTIVE OPTIMISATION

Conversions

 Objective-based Marketing
Objective-based Marketing enables you to create LinkedIn ad campaigns based on your 
marketing goals.  Determining your campaign objective is the first and most important step 
to building a successful marketing strategy. Your objective will determine the tactics and key 
performance indicators required to achieve your business goals.

The goals of objective-based advertising are to: 

Optimisation Goals
When you choose an objective, Campaign Manager 
does more than just show you formats and features that 
support your objectives, it also enables optimisation 
of your ad to achieve more of the key results you want, 
based on your objective. 

One of the ways you can do this is by bidding more 
actively to get impressions among audiences more 
likely to take the preferred action based on your 
objective (such as completing a lead gen form or 
converting on your website). 

That’s why if you have multiple objectives for 
a campaign (such as brand awareness and 
website visits), it’s important to choose just 
the most important one as these two campaigns 

Provide easier campaign creation

By identifying your advertising objective, your 
campaign creation is streamlined. LinkedIn only 
shows you ad formats and features that support 
your objectives. 

EXAMPLE

You won’t be advised to set up conversion 
tracking if your objective is brand awareness. 

1
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Pages
A LinkedIn Product Page showcases an organisation’s 
available products. Page followers and visitors can 
provide their feedback on your product through ratings 
cased and free-form reviews. LinkedIn Page Admins 
can report inaccurate Product page information, 
reviews and highlighted customers and give 
feedback on a product page.

Pp Partners
Whether you’re creating content, growing your brand, 
converting leads or measuring the impact of your 
investments, our LinkedIn marketing partners are 
here to help you accomplish your objectives on 
LinkedIn.  As a global community of LinkedIn-approved 
technology and service providers, the LinkedIn 
Marketing Solutions Partner Program has taken off

PRODUCT PAGELINKEDIN PAGE SHOWCASE PAGE

HOW ARE PRODUCT PAGES DIFFERENT FROM SHOWCASE PAGES & LINKEDIN PAGES?

Established brand presence 
with LinkedIns professional 

community

Showcase brands/lines 
of business under one 

parent company

Build a trusted community of 
experts and advocates around 

a specific productG
O

A
L

TOP FUNNEL MARKETING
Build brand awareness, 

highlight talent and culture, 
and showcase thought 

MID FUNNEL MARKETING
Further educate prospects 
by spotlighting portfolio of 
solutions and capabilities

BOTTOM FUNNEL MARKETING
Connect prospects to experts, 
generate leads and cultivate 

voice of customer

B
E

ST
 O

F

LinkedIn Page LinkedIn Marketing Solutions

LinkedIn Sales Solutions

LinkedIn Talent Solutions

LinkedIn Campaign Manager 

LinkedIn Sales Navigator

LinkedIn Recruiter

LinkedIn Talent Insights E
X

A
M

PL
E

S

A LinkedIn Page acts as the voice of your organisations 
on LinkedIn. It helps members learn more about your 
business or school, brand, products and services, and 
job opportunities. To interact with members on LinkedIn 
as an organisations, you must have a Page.

marketers on LinkedIn are 
leveraging a LinkedIn Partner 
to meet their obectives1/5 

Today

  CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT
 

Advertisers get more out of their LinkedIn ads. 
Whether it’s managing campaigns at scale, 
improving performance through creative 
and bid optimisation, or having time through 
reporting insights and automation, these self 
service solutions make LinkedIn advertisers 
faster, smarter, and more effective.

  FULL FUNNEL MARKETING STRATEGY

Partners who specialise in Audiences and Lead 
Generation. Partners with these specialties help 
advertisers add non-native LinkedIn targeting 
facets to Campaign Manager and automate 
lead follow-up to create full-funnel campaigns 
and effectively hand leads off to sales.

  REPORTING & ROI 

Help marketers gain insights into their LinkedIn 
marketing and across all marketing channels 
for a singular, holistic view of the marketing 
campaign performance.

  TECHNOLOGY 

Have built on the LinkedIn Marketing Solutions 
APIs to enable you to develop a marketing 
strategy, activate and optimise campaigns, 
and measure success.

  INDUSTRY

Leading creators have partnered with LinkedIn 
to offer you content and creative for fueling your 
LinkedIn marketing. From developing content 
themes to generating white papers, videos, 
LinkedIn posts or ads, and more, these partners 
have deep knowledge about what performs 
best on LinkedIn and the expertise to get
it done on time and on budget.

  PAGE MANAGEMENT

Marketers build a compelling, organic presence 
for the brands they represent with LinkedIn Pages 
alongside their other social channels.

TYPES OF PARTNERS  

1

2

3

4

5

6

and all of LinkedIn’s top 50 advertisers use one or more 
partners to drive value for their business.
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Partners drive value through:

Expertise
Take your marketing to the next level with 
industry-leading know-how. Each partner 
is evaluated for domain expertise and their 
ability to demonstrate value to marketers 
on LinkedIn across the entire customer 
experience.

Innovation
Stay one step ahead of the competition 
with new strategies and tactics. Partners 
can help you discover opportunities for 
making your LinkedIn marketing more 
engaging, scalable, and overall more 
valuable.

Quality
Simplify the vendor selection process and 
discover solutions providers who have met 
our standards for service, demonstrated 
customer success, and member data 
security.

Performance Reporting
When you enable LinkedIn Audience Network for your 
Sponsored Content campaign, you can easily view 
your ad’s performance on our partner apps and sites on 
the Campaign Manager reporting dashboard. You can 
view the breakdown between Audience Network and 
on LinkedIn ad placements for metrics such as clicks, 
impressions, views and view completions at 25%, 50% 
and 75%.

Pricing

The amount you 

pay to advertise 

on LinkedIn is based 

on the  type of activity 

you are paying for

and the ad auction. 

You will start your campaign by placing a bid when 
you launch your campaign. LinkedIn ads are sold 
through the ad auction, where your bid competes with 
other advertisers who want to reach the same target 
audience. Target audience is made up of the LinkedIn 
members you are trying to reach with the ad campaign. 
The cost required to win the auction depends on the bid 
and the desirability of your target audience.

LinkedIn uses objective-based pricing. What you will be 
charged for depends on the campaign objective you 
choose. 

EXAMPLE

When you choose the Website Visit Objective, 
you will only be charged when someone clicks 
the link to your website. Each campaign objective 
has a different billable event, and you’re only charged 
when that event occurs. 

billable events are what 
you’re charged for.

LinkedIn ads let you choose the type of activity you 
want to pay for. Your campaign objective selection 
determines which ad formats, bidding strategies, 
and optimisation goals are available for your 
campaign. LinkedIn’s chart outlines which campaign 
strategies and optimisation goals correspond 
to the chargeable event.

Pricing power
A brand’s ability to raise prices as their customers’ 
sensitivity to price decreases.

Product Pages
LinkedIn Product Pages are a new part of the LinkedIn 
Pages ecosystem dedicated to building a trusted 
community of information around B2B products. 

A Product Page focuses on generating highly 
qualified leads and building a product community 
by spotlighting featured customers, leveraging media 
(like images and videos), gathering ratings and reviews, 
and driving valuable action with a custom call-to-action 
button such as a demo request or contact sales form. 

A LinkedIn Product Page is a hub for brands to promote 
their products and grow their businesses, for product 
users to share their experiences and be recognised 
for their expertise, and for buyers to make confident 
decisions about products in a trusted environment. 

By connecting products to the world’s largest 
professional network, we aspire to build the most-trusted 
marketplace for B2B products.

Personal Profile
Add to profile allows you to easily add professional 
certifications and education degrees to your profile. 
Simply click add to profile enter the information 
as prompted.In other words
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NOTE

While Relevancy Score is used, it isn’t shared, and 
instead we do share a CQS. Campaign Quality 
Score (CQS) is a proxy for Relevancy Score and 
can be used directionally.

This score reflects the campaign’s relevance 
compared to its competitors across all of the 
auctions in which it participates.

Qq
Quality Score
The LinkedIn Campaign Quality Score (CQS)  is an 
estimate of how the quality and relevance of your ad 
compares to its peers. Use these scores to understand 
which of your Sponsored Content campaigns perform 
best for your target audiences and as an indication of 
how well your ads can win in an auction. 

1

2

HOW IS THE CAMPAIGN 
QUALITY SCORE CALCULATED? 
The system uses each auction the campaign has participated in: 
pCTR of the 1st slot / campaign’s pCTR*, based on the same 
audience and ad formats. 

Averaging the score across all auctions gives the score of the 
campaign. This score is normalised on a 1-10 scale. 

Q
A

The better your  campaigns score 
the more efficient your campaign 
will be in the auction & the lower 
you’ll need to bid  in order to win!
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Rr
Reach and Frequency

Reach
Estimate of the number of unique member accounts 
served with at least one impression.

Average frequency
Average number of impressions seen by each 
user exposed to at least one impression.

Registration form
While creating a public Event as a Page, you (super or 
content admin) can request for members to submit a 
registration form with their first name, last name, email 
address, job title, company name 
and country/region. In this case, submitting the 
registration form is mandatory to attend the event. 

NOTE

If a registration form was enabled during the creation 
of an event, it cannot be disabled or modified later.

You can access the collected profile data by 
downloading it from the Manage Attendees section or 
the Attendee Registrations section within their event. 
These details can be used to communicate relevant 
information to the attendees. You should not send 
communications about your products 
to members who haven’t selected the consent 
checkbox on the registration form.

1
2

3

Reporting
The Campaign Performance page in Campaign 
Manager gives you access to a comprehensive 
reporting dashboard summarising the performance 
of accounts, campaign groups, campaigns and ads.
 You’ll automatically access the reporting dashboard 
when you sign in to Campaign Manager.

You can measure the performance of your 
campaigns by viewing metrics  in the reporting 
dashboard, accessing charts and demographics
or exporting a CSV report.

From the reporting dashboard, you can easily switch 
your view between accounts, campaign groups, 
campaigns, and ads from the dashboard’s navigation 
bar. Make sure you have the correct tab selected when 
viewing metrics, accessing charts or demographics, 
or exporting a report.

To better visualise the performance of your campaigns 
and ads, you can view charts and demographics 
by selecting the corresponding button below the 
Account tab.

Performance Charts allow you to 
view graphs of your campaign and ad 
performance data. You can visually 
compare trends of how your ads perform 
over time and better understand how your 
audience engages with your ads.

Demographics allow you to view 
information about the types of 
individuals who interacted with your ads. 
Understanding the audience engaging with 
your ads can help you optimise your ad 
creatives and target audience.

Conversation Ad Flowcharts allow you 
to compare how many button clicks 
were received for each action in your 
conversation ads. Understanding the 
engagement with each path in your 
conversation ad can help you optimise 
your ad performance.

Various metrics are available to measure 
the performance, engagement, conversions, 
leads, and more, for your campaigns and ads. 

Once a member clicks the Attend Event button 
on a public event, they’ll see a form that’s automatically 
pre-filled with their name and email addresses from their 
LinkedIn profile data. This allows members to submit 
the registration form to you without having to manually 
type in the requested details. 

Additionally, by selecting the checkbox on the 
registration form, members can opt to allows you to 
send them promotional or marketing communications.

IMPORTANT

Registration forms can’t be added 
to private events.

LinkedIn have currently identified a known issue, 
where if a member has an older version 
of the LinkedIn mobile app on their iOS 
or Android mobile devices, they’ll be able 
to register for an event without filling out 
a registration form, even if that event 
organiser has enabled it.

If you add a registration form to your event, 
members will not be able to view the event 
without submitting their information through 
the form.

  CONVERSIONS & LEADS

Includes metrics related to conversion tracking 
and Lead Gen Forms

  VIDEO

Includes metrics specific to video ads 

such as views and view rate

  BUDGET & BID

Includes metrics such as daily budget, total 
budget, and average daily spend

  JOB APPLICANTS
Includes metrics specific to single job ads such 
as job applications and job application rate

TYPES OF METRICS 
1

2

3

4

  PERFORMANCE

Includes metrics such as spent, impressions, 
clicks, and average CTR

  DELIVERY 

Includes metrics such as reach 
and average frequency

  ENGAGEMENT

Includes metrics such as reactions, 
comments, shares, and follows

  SPONSORED MESSAGING
 

Includes metrics specific to Sponsored 
Messaging ad formats such as sends and opens

5

6

7

8
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Rr
Reach and Frequency

Reach
Estimate of the number of unique member accounts 
served with at least one impression.
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user exposed to at least one impression.
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These details can be used to communicate relevant 
information to the attendees. You should not send 
communications about your products 
to members who haven’t selected the consent 
checkbox on the registration form.

1
2

3
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Reactions, Comments 
and Shares
These engagement metrics count the number of times 
your post received a reaction, comment, or share. 

Reactions 
are used to display different emotional responses to your 
content. Users can select different emojis to show that 
they like, celebrate, support, love, feel the post is insightful 
or feel curious about the content you share.

Shares 
is the number of times a user decides to share your 
content with their own LinkedIn following, expanding 
your post’s reach.

Comments 
is the number of user comments left underneath 
your post.

2%

98%

Most websites

of web traffic converts on the first visit. 

Retargeting is a tool designed to help 
companies reach the 

of users who don’t convert right away.

Retargeting
Retargeting, also known as remarketing, is a form 
of online advertising that can help you keep your brand 
in front of bounced traffic after they leave your website. 

  CREATE A LEAD GEN FORM AUDIENCE

Select Lead generation campaigns to retarget. 
You’ll see the number of Lead Gen Form opens 
or completions for the campaigns, engagement, 
and time range you select.

  ENGAGED WITH YOUR COMPANY PAGE

Company page retargeting allows you to create 
an audience based on members who have 
either viewed your LinkedIn Page or clicked 
on a call-to-action button in the header of your 
Page. You’ll also be able to choose how recently 
members in the audience viewed or interacted 

with your LinkedIn Page.

  CREATE COMPANY PAGE AUDIENCE

You’ll be able to see how many people have 
recently viewed or clicked on a call-to-action 
button on your page.

  RSVP FOR LINKEDIN EVENTS
Once you create your audience, it will start 
building by matching LinkedIn members that 
meet the selected criteria. Your audience will 
need at least 300 members to be used in 
campaign targeting.

RETARGETING WITH MATCHED AUDIENCES
allows you to build Audiences of LinkedIn members who:

1

2

3

4

  VISIT PAGES ON WEBSITE

Website retargeting allows you to create 
an audience based on members who visited 
a specific page on your site. You’ll need to install 
the LinkedIn Insight Tag on your site to enable 
website retargeting.

  VIEWED VIDEO AD

Video retargeting allows you to create an 
audience based on members who viewed 
almost all or part of your video ads. You can 
choose to create the audience based on people 
who viewed 25%, 50%, 75%, or 97% of your 
video ad. You can also set how recently those 
individuals viewed the ad from options between 
30 days in the past to 365 days in the past.

  CREATE VIDEO AUDIENCE

Select video ad campaigns to retarget. 
You’ll see the number of video views based 
on the campaigns, completion rate, 
and time range you select.

NOTE

The number of video views will not correspond 
directly to matched LinkedIn members.

  OPEN/SUBMITTED LEAD GEN FORM
 

Lead Gen Form retargeting allows you to create 
an audience based on members who opened 
or submitted your lead gen form(s). You’ll also be 
able to choose how recently individuals engaged 
with your lead gen form with options from 30 
days in the past to 365 days in the past.

ROI
As a sales navigator admin, you can view ROI reporting 
that provides insights into how a your Sales Navigator 
and LinkedIn.Com activities impact the deals closed
by them. This allows your Relationship Manager 
to quantify the value your users get from ROI reporting, 
reach out to your LinkedIn Relationship Manager 
to help you get set up.

5
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7

8
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Ss
Share of voice (SOV)
Use Share of Voice to compare brand awareness on 
different marketing channels against your competitors.

Share of market (SOM)
Market share is the percentage of the total revenue 
or sales in your market category that your company 
owns - by revenue or number of customers.

Short-term sales
This is where conversions happens fairly quickly.
Short-term conversion strategies which could include 
rational messaging, tend to encourage and excite 
prospects and drive demand to achieve short-term 
sales goals. 

Share of mind
The degree to which there is mental availability 
associated with your brand.

Showcase Pages
Showcase Pages are extensions of your LinkedIn Page, 
designed to spotlight individual brands, business 
units and initiatives. Once created, they’ll be listed 
under ‘Affiliated Pages’ on your main LinkedIn Page. 
Showcase Pages have the same posting options and 
analytics as your LinkedIn Page to help meet your 
growth objectives. 

NOTE

You cannot associate employees with a Showcase 
Page, so some employee engagement features will not 
be available.

To ensure you’re not over-fragmenting your audience, 
look at the size and audience needs of your existing 
community. If you’re considering building more than ten 
Showcase Pages, consider how you could bucket them 
into larger categories.

Instead of creating a Showcase Page for a specific 
country or region, rather, geo-target your organic posts 
from your main Page.

Single Image Ads
Single Image ads are a Sponsored Content ad format. 
The ads include one image and appear directly in 
the LinkedIn feed of professionals you want to reach 
whether on desktop or mobile devices. 

They can either be landscape, square or vertical, 
and LinkedIn’s recommendation is to ensure that the 
image is at least 1200 X 627. Single image ads support 
all levels of full funnel marketing.

Target Cost
Target Cost bidding allows you to set a target cost per 
key result for your campaign. The LinkedIn system will 
automatically adjust the bid amount to deliver the most 
key results possible while staying in range of your 
target cost.

Target and Cost bidding provides cost per key result 
stability while optimising your bid for campaign 
performance. The daily average cost of your campaign 
will meet 
or be below the target cost set for your campaign. 

Tt
Targeting
Targeting is a foundational element of running 
a successful advertising campaign — getting your 
targeting right leads to higher engagement, 
and ultimately, higher conversion rates. 

With LinkedIn you’re targeting 

a  quality audience  in a

  professional context. 

LinkedIn targeting is unique because members 
are incentivised to keep their profiles accurate 
and up to date for networking, personal branding, 
and job opportunities. With LinkedIn, you can reach 
a quality audience consisting of leaders, influencers,  
decision makers, buyers, and executives.

When members spend time on LinkedIn sharing 
and consuming content, celebrating moments, 
and posting professional updates, they provide 
information on their job experiences, skills, 
interests, and more.

This means you can target members using 
profile-based professional attributes, re-target 
visitors from your website or based on ad engagement, 
and upload lists of contacts or companies for your 
account-based marketing efforts.

Daily average cost will never exceed

above the target cost.

Target Cost bids may fluctuate more through the learning 
phase of the campaign, up to the first 50 key result 
events. LinkedIn recommend evaluating your campaign’s 
performance after 50 key results have been achieved.

30%
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EXAMPLE

You can target those with the job title of 
“Software Engineer” OR skills in software engineering.

You can also use AND/OR together to reach your 
precise target audience. 

You can target those with the job title of “Software 
Engineer” OR skills in software engineering 
AND have 5+ years of experience.

Text Ads
Text Ads consist of a headline, brief text and an image. 
LinkedIn Text Ads are intuitive, simple ad formats that 
enable you to easily create, manage and optimise 
customised campaigns in a matter of minutes. With Text 
Ads, you can target a premium professional audience 
and drive high-quality leads to your business—
all on a budget that works for you.

Text Ads may be placed on the right rail of a variety 
of LinkedIn desktop pages, including Homepage, 
Profile page, Search results page, Groups pages, 
LinkedIn inbox, People You May Know page, Who’s 
Viewed My Profile page.

On LinkedIn, you can reach members using these 
professional targeting options:

Job Experience
Job Functions, Job Seniority, Job Titles, 
Member Skills, and Years of Experience

Company
Company Name, Company Industry, 
Company Followers, Company Growth 
Rate, and Company Category, 
and Company Size

Education
Degrees, Fields of Study, and Member 
Schools

Interests and Traits
Member Interests, Member Groups, 
and Member Traits

Demographics
Age and Gender

  TIP
When in doubt, start broad and then narrow down 
your audience after seeing what performs best. 
By using LinkedIn’s demographic reporting, you can 
discover anonymised information on who is clicking 
and converting on your ads based on Titles, Functions, 
Company Industries, etc.

  TIP
When setting up your target audience, Campaign 
Manager will provide you the option to customise 
your audience using the AND or OR targeting criteria.
You can use the AND feature to further refine your 
targeting criteria by narrowing your audience. 

EXAMPLE

You can target those with the job title of “Software 
Engineer” AND have 5+ years of experience.

You can use the OR feature to increase your audience 
to members who meet one  criterion or another. 

The Sophisticated Marketer’s 
Guide

The definitive guide for 
marketing on LinkedIn 

It’s not an instruction manual but more of a strategic 
guide full of interviews and tips from marketing thought 
leaders combined with expert insights from the LinkedIn 
Marketing Solutions team.

Third Party Tracking
Third-party tracking allows you to measure 
and verify your LinkedIn ad performance through 
third-party tracking vendors. 

LinkedIn currently supports tracking and attribution 
for Sponsored Content, Dynamic Spotlight ads 
and text ads with Campaign Manager in Google 
Marketing Platform (formerly DoubleClick Campaign 
Manager) for impressions and click tracking and MOAT. 

They are looking at other solutions, such as IAS (Integral 
Ad Science), and Pixalate

Top Voices
LinkedIn’s Top Voices is a look at the creators driving today’s 
professional conversation. 

In post after post, video after video, the 
honorees asked the questions and elevated 
the topics that were essential to their industries, 
their roles and their colleagues. 

With so much uncertainty around them, they didn’t 
prescribe but instead sought ideas and shon a spotlight on 
others. And, as a result, these professionals found the world 
gravitating to their voices.

  The first filter LinkedIn  
  uses quantitative 
LinkedIn looks at engagement (including reactions, 
comments and shares across each member’s content); 
posting cadence; and follower growth. 

  But engagement is 
  just a start 

LinkedIn News editors then refine and curate the list by 
looking at an eligible member’s body of work:  Are the 
contributions insightful, conversational and timely? Do 
they seek to give and get help vs. being self-promotional? 
Finally, does this list reflect the world we work and live 
in today? All sharing activity measured took place over 
a 12-month period and excluded current LinkedIn and 
Microsoft employees from consideration, as well as any 
members who are being or have been paid by LinkedIn to 
participate in brand campaigns or courses.
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Uu
User Roles and Permissions

Account Managers can manage permissions for other users assigned to an advertising account in the Campaign 
Manager tool. Account Managers can add or remove users, as well as manage a users access level in the account.

  ACCOUNT MANAGER

Can view campaign data and reports for the ads 

account.

Create new campaigns.

Edit existing campaigns.

Manage user access for the account.

Edit account details.

View account billing history. 

Print payment receipts

  CAMPAIGN MANAGER 

Can view campaign data and reports for the ads 

account.

Create new campaigns.

Edit existing campaigns.

View account billing history

  CREATIVE MANAGER

Can view campaign data and reports for View 
account billing history

  VIEWER
 

Can view campaign data and reports for the 

ads account.

View account billing history.

No ability to edit any campaigns or ads

  BILLING ADMIN

For each account you’ll need to assign 

a billing admin.

Can change billing details on the account.

Can view account billing history

Print payment receipts. 

The user who creates the ads account will 
automatically be assigned as the billing admin. 
If the billing admin is switched to a different 
user, the account will be placed on hold until 
the new billing admin enters the updated billing 
information. To be assigned as a billing admin to 
a Campaign Manager account, the person must 
first be assigned as an account manager.

ROLE DEFINITIONS 
BY GIVING A MEMBER ACCESS TO YOUR ADS ACCOUNT, YOU NEED TO ASSIGN THEM A ROLE. 

1

2

3

4

5

Vv
Video Views
Share videos with more people through the Video Views 
ad objective. These advertising campaigns encourage 
customers to find out more by watching your videos. 
This objective is in the middle of the marketing funnel, 
which engages your targeted audience.

When Video views is selected as your campaign 
objective, there are no chargeable clicks. The Clicks 
metric on the reporting page shows all clicks on the ad, 
which indicates engagement, not charges.

NOTE

When the video ad format is selected for campaigns 
other than the Video view’s objective, chargeable clicks 
may include clicks anywhere on the media (headline, 
call to action or video), which opens destination URL 
for your creative and anchors the video to the top 
of the page, depending on the bid type selected 
for the campaign.

VIDEO VIEWS ARE CALCULATED AS THE NUMBER OF VIEWS WITH
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For each account you’ll need to assign 

a billing admin.

Can change billing details on the account.

Can view account billing history

Print payment receipts. 

The user who creates the ads account will 
automatically be assigned as the billing admin. 
If the billing admin is switched to a different 
user, the account will be placed on hold until 
the new billing admin enters the updated billing 
information. To be assigned as a billing admin to 
a Campaign Manager account, the person must 
first be assigned as an account manager.

ROLE DEFINITIONS 
BY GIVING A MEMBER ACCESS TO YOUR ADS ACCOUNT, YOU NEED TO ASSIGN THEM A ROLE. 

1

2

3

4

5

Vv
Video Views
Share videos with more people through the Video Views 
ad objective. These advertising campaigns encourage 
customers to find out more by watching your videos. 
This objective is in the middle of the marketing funnel, 
which engages your targeted audience.

When Video views is selected as your campaign 
objective, there are no chargeable clicks. The Clicks 
metric on the reporting page shows all clicks on the ad, 
which indicates engagement, not charges.

NOTE

When the video ad format is selected for campaigns 
other than the Video view’s objective, chargeable clicks 
may include clicks anywhere on the media (headline, 
call to action or video), which opens destination URL 
for your creative and anchors the video to the top 
of the page, depending on the bid type selected 
for the campaign.

VIDEO VIEWS ARE CALCULATED AS THE NUMBER OF VIEWS WITH
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Once the LinkedIn Insight Tag is verified on the website 
and your website audience has built to over 300 
members, LinkedIn Website Demographics can provide 
you with demographic information about the LinkedIn 
member visiting your website.

On the Website Demographics page for your Ads 
account, you can view and compare metrics about two 
different website audience segments at once. You can 
further filter the data for the website audiences using the 
date range dropdown and the following demographic 
dimensions:
Job title

Company industry

Job seniority

Job function

Company size

Location

Country

Company

The number of pageviews for the Website audience 
you’ve selected or are comparing against, is shown 
below the respective titles. These pageviews represent 
the number of times the page(s) within the selected 
audience was visited by a LinkedIn member.

Ww
Website Conversions
Choose Website Conversions for your advertising 
objective to capture leads on your website, and 
encourage valuable actions that you define. 
This objective is at the bottom of the marketing funnel.

NOTE

Conversion tracking must be enabled to utilise 
this objective.

When comparing two different website segments, 
it’s possible a demographic may say 

‘‘DEMOGRAPHICS NOT FOUND IN TOP 100.’’

You will see this message if a demographic segment 
is in the top 100 for one website segment but not 
in the top 100 for the website segment you are 

comparing against

Website Visits
Encourage members to visit your website or landing 
page through the Website Visits ad objective. These 
advertising campaigns will be shown to those most 
likely to click on your ad, which directs them to your 
website, landing page, or other URL. The Website Visits 
ad objective is in the middle of the marketing funnel, 
which engages your targeted audience.

Website visits campaigns can be charged for clicks, 
impressions or message sends, depending on the 
optimisation goal, bidding strategy and ad format 
selected.

Website Demographics
LinkedIn Website Demographics is a free reporting tool 
that provides you with demographic information about 
the LinkedIn members visiting your website.

By adding the LinkedIn Insight Tag to your organisation’s 
website, you can use LinkedIn’s demographic 
information to better understand visitors and improve 
your marketing strategy.
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Young Professionals

A young professional is someone who 
although may be employed full time, 
is within  two years of graduation  
from a full-time Bachelors, Masters or 
PhD programme (or ABD, post-docs) & 
 under the age of 35.

Yy
YouTube & Vimeo

YouTube & Vimeo are  both supported
  formats  for LinkedIn advertising. 

With the introduction of LinkedIn native 
video they are both no longer able to 
auto-play, or play in the feed, & clicks 
now drive users off-platform.
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If you don’t use one of the following direct integration tools available on LinkedIn: 

Salesforce

Eloqua

Marketo

then a bridge like Zapier offers a great, customisable opportunity 
to still collect your leads from LinkedIn, with little effort.

Zz
Zapier

Zapier allows you to instantly connect LinkedIn 

with   2 000 APPS   to automate your work 

and find productivity superpowers. 
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Aa   AB Testing  

Account Based Marketing 

Account Targeting / ABM / Company Targeting 

Acquisition 

Activation 

Ad Formats 

Advertising Specifications 

API 

Attribution Model 

Audience Expansion 

Auction 

Audience Templates 

Automated Bidding 

Articles for Pages 

Asset Copying 

Availability heuristic 

Bb   Background Photo 

Business-to-Business (B2B) 

B2B Institute 

Business-to-Consumer (B2C) 

Benchmarks 

Bidding 

Big Rock Content 

Block Lists 

Boosting 

Brand Awareness 

Brand equity 

Brand Lift Studies 

Brand Lift Test Results 

Boolian 

Brand Lift Test Metrics 

Brand salience  

Buying Committee 

Cc   Campaign Manager 

Category flexibility 

Carousel Ads 

Clicks 

 Click-Through Rates 

Company Engagement Report 

Competitive Moats 

Contact Targeting 

Content Marketing  

Tactical Plan 

 Conversation Ads 

Conversation Ads Flowchart 

Conversion Tracking 

Custom Segments 

Customer loyalty

Dd   Decision-Makers 

Demand Generation 

Direct Sponsored Content 

 Dynamic Ads 

Ee   Emotional messaging 

Employer Branding 

Employer Value Proposition (EVP) 

 Engagement 

Engagement Rate 

Event Ads 

Exchange Rate 

Export LinkedIn Connection 

Index
1 11

5 15

15
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We hope this A-Z provided 
inspiration and knowledge

 for you and your brand.

We want to help you reach your audience at
the right time on a trusted platform.

www.turnleftmedia.africa


